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Abstract 

We propose a new semantics for rewrite systems ba.~ed on interpreting rewrite rules as in
equatioIlB between terms in an ordered algebra. In part.icular, we show thai the algebra. of 
normal forms in a terminating system is a uniqnely minimal covering of the term algebra. In 
the non-terminating ca..~e, the existence of this minimal covering is established in the comple
tion of an ordered algebra formed by rewrit.ing sequences. We thus generalize the properties 
of normal forms far: non-terminating systelil~ to this minimal covering. ThesE' include the 
exi~tence of normal forms for arbitrary rewrite ~ystems, and their uniqueness for conBue-nt 
~ystems, in which Ca<le the algebra of normal forms i~ isomorphic to the canonical quotient. 
algebra associated with the rule~ when seen as eqnations. This extend!> the benefits of alge
braic semantics to systems with non-determinist.ic and non-t.erminating computations. V·le 
first study properties of abstract. order~, and then instantiat.e the~e to term rewriting sy~tems. 

Introduction 

Term rewriting is the the basic computational aspect of equational logic and is fnndamental to 
prototyping algebraic specifications. The "last. majority of the lit.erature in this are-a focnses on 
terminating rewrite systems, i.e., systems where no infinite rewriting sequence occurs But there 
is now increasing research on the semantics of non-terminating systems. Non-strict functional 
languages sucb as MIRANDA [23J provide a practical reason to study such systems, since one lean 
write non-terminating functions that "compute" iufinite structures, sucb as the list of all prime 
numbers. Moreover, it is often desirable to write terminating functions using otber functions 
whose termination cannot be established. Sucb use of inlE'rmediate non-terminating fnnctions 
may seem less peculiar if we note an analogous technique in imperative language;: it is not 
unusual to see in a terminating C program a loop of the form 

•Also UniveT$jdadl' do Minho, Br<l.ga, Portugal. Supported in part by JNICT under contract BD-ll02-90/IA. 
lThe research reported in this paper has heen supported in part hy the Science and Engineering Research 

Council, the CEC lillder ESPRlT-2 BRA Working Groups 6071, IS-CORE (InformatIon Systems COnectness 
<l.nd REusahility) and 6H2, COMPASS (COMPrehensive Algehraic Approach to System SpecificMion and de
velopment). Fujitsu Laboratoril'!S Limited, and under the manAgement of the Information Tl'chnolofJ' Promotion 
Agency (IPA), Japan, as pact of the lndU5triaj Science and Technology Frontier Program "New Model.'l for Soft_ 
ware ArchitectUTl'!S," spon!<Ored hy NEDO (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization). 
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4 INTHODUCTIOI"i 

while (1) { ... } 

Another application is in specifying reactive or stream-based programs: for example, an operat
ing system should not terminate. Also, studying non-terminating rewrite systems deepens our 
knowledge of rewrite systems in general. More specifically, it shows us which propert.i£'s of a 
terminating rewrite system arise just because it terminates, and which are independent from 
termination. 

The usual semantics for rewrite system is based in interpreting rewrite rules as equations 
and rewriting as a particnlar case of equational reasoning. Our proposal is different. Rules have 
a computational meaning - rewriting a term is computing it, i.e., finding its value, which is just 
a non-reducihle term (a normal form). The conllection with equations is seen in auother way 
in certain cases, we can replace equational reasoning by another type of reasoning: two terms 
are equal if they have the same value, i.e" if the ref'ult of computing them is equal. This can 
only be done if we guarantC€ that every term has a unique value and ['very term is equal to its 
value. The termination of a rewrite system ensures that every term has a yalue (normal form). 
But, in general we cannot guarantee this. 

The research that has been done on non-terminating rewrite systems [21,4, 6, Ii. 20, 22. 7, 
5, 16] is centered on seeking semantics for these systems where the usual properties of confluent 
systems (like uniqueness of normal forms) still hold. Most research that has been done on the 
semantics of non-terminating rewrite systems follows ideas of the ADJ Group on continuous 
algebras [12], where the authors give an elegallt algebraic definition of finite and infinite terms 
M a way of completing the term algebra: they show not only that the algebra of fillite aud 
infinite terms is continuous but also that every infinite term is the least upper bouud of a set 
of finite terms. These approaches extend the original set of terms (with infinite terms) in such 
a way that every term has a value. The problem with these approaches is that the connection 
referred above between rewriting and equatioual reasoning is not. preserved: terms that are not 
equal can have the same value! Kennaway et at. [16J show that even in confluent systems, the 
.,.)-normal forms defined iu [7J are not unique. Also the existence of these w-normal forms, as 
well as infinite normal form.'> [16] is not only dependent ou the contiuence of a rewrite system, 
but on other properties like left-linearity and top-termination. 

Our anS\\'er to this problem is to interpret rewrite rules as inequations. We then have a 
variant of equational logic (the logic of replacing equals for eqnals) callpd inequational logic 
- the logic of replacing terms by larger t.erms 1. The models in this logic are preordered 
algebras - algebras whose carrier is 1\ preordered set. The term algebra is uow a prpnrder 
a term t is above a term t l iff all values of t are values of t' - and the set of values is uothing 
more than the maximal elements in this preorder. This view of rewriting is somehow similar 
to the algebraic definition of refinement (e.g. [14)). This view is also consistent with the work 
of Mesegucr [19, 18J, where it is argued that rules express change in a computational system. 
The main difference from inequationallogk and 11eseguer's rewriting logic is that, apart from 
limiting otll'selvf'S to the unconditional Ca.<ie, we do not record in any way how a reduction was 
performed. In rewriting logic, each reduction t--+:R. e is associated with the sequence of (parallel) 
rule applications. Since we omit this information, we cannot distinguish betwC€n two diff~rent 

reductions with the same start and end point.s. However, the simplicity of our approach makes 
it quite elegant where it applies, as demonstrat.ed by the proofs of completeness and soundness 
of inequatJonallogic given in Section 4. 

·In standard rewritmg texts (e.g., [IS]) rewritmg i~ often associated WIth simplification; thus we should have 
said replae'1\9 teTTJlJl by ~maller term.!. The reason for using our terminology comes feom the fa.ct that iu a great 
part of the examples of non-terminating rewrite sy~tems, rewriting Increases the size of term~. 
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In the case of terminating and confluent rewrite systems, normal forms constitute an initial 
algebra. We show that this algebra has a very special property: it is a uniquely minilnal 
covering of the term algebra. It is this property that makes it the obvious choice for imple
menting the abstract data type described by the rules, and moreover, its initiality is provable 
from just that property. We also show that for globally finite rewrite systems, the results proved 
by Goguen [8] follow from the existence of a uniquely minimal covering of the t.erm algebra. 

To deal with arbitrary non-terminating systems, instead of extending the preorder of terms, 
we use another preorder - of the rewriting sequences - together with an injective embedding from 
tIle original preorder into this other one. This preorder has the important property mentioned 
above about the preorder of terms in the terminating case: all elements have a value, that we 
call a lIonnalizmg sequence. In other words, this preorder has a minimal covering. In the case of 
confluent systems these "'alues are unique, allowing us to generalize the properties of the algebra 
of normal forms to this one. Among the differences between the results obtained here and in the 
cited approaches. we would emphasize the existence of normal forms for arbitrary systems, the 
uniqueness of these normal forms in confluent systems, and in this last case. the isomorphi.<nn 
between these normal forms and the canonical quotient algebra. \Ve feel that the success of the 
approach presented here paves the way to applications of rewrite systems to concurrency, e.g., 
results along the lines of Hennessy [13] and Meseguer [19, 18]. 

Section 2 introduces the notation that we will use. In Section 3 we present some abstract 
properties of complete preorders and minimal coverings. Finally, we apply these propert.ies t,o 
the particular case of term rewriting systems in Section 4. For simplicity of exposition we present 
here only the unsorted case, but everything extends smoothly to the many-sorted Ca.'le. 

Preliminaries 

A preorder (X, ~x) consists of a set X and a reflexive and transitive binary relation ~x over 
X. A preorder is a partial order iff ~x is anti-symmetric; it is an equivalence iff ~x is 
symmetric. Let (A,=) bean equivalence; for each a E A, let [aJ", denote the set {b E A I a == b} 
and let A/= denote the set {(aJ", I a E A}. Given preorders (X, ~x) and (Y, ~ y), a mapping 
I: X -+ Y is monotonic iff I(x)!:y I(y) whenever x ~x y. It is an order embedding iff 
for every x,y E X, x ~x Y iff I(x) ~y I(y), Given a subset X of A, an upper bound of X is 
an element a E A such that Vx E X x ~ a. An upper bound a of X is a least upper bound 
(lub) iff for any upper bound at of X, a ~ at. 

Given a preorder A, a non-empty subset C of A is a chain iff it is totally orderl'd (Le., for 
every Xl, X2 E C either Xl !;;; X2 or X2 ~ xd. A chain is an w-chain iff it, is denumerable. A 
non-empty subset ~ of A is directed iff for every pair of elements d, and d2 of ~ there exists 
an element d in ~ such that both d1 ~A d and d2 !:A d. A preorder A is w-complete iff every 
w-chain has a lub in A, and is complete iff every directed subset of A has a lub in A. If r,;::; 

is a partial order then the lnb of any set ~, if it exists, is unique and is denoted by U~. A 
monotonic mapping I : A -+ B between w-complete preorders is w-continuolls iff it preserves 
least upper bounds of w-chains, i.e., for every w-chain X, if X i.E; a lub of X then 1{IJ is a lub 
of I(X). Similarly. if A and B are complete preorders, I is continllous iff for every directed 
subset X of A, if X is a lub of X then I(z) is a tub of I(X). 

Given a preorder A we define its kernel, denoted =::, as the largest equivalence contained in 
it. i.e., for all x in A, 

x =:: y iff x !: y and 11 r,;;; x 
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We also define the partial order AI':::::'. :::: (A/~, (;;~) by 

[xb [;;~ [ub iff x [;; y 

For each monotonic mapping f : A -t B, we define the monotonic mapping I~ : A/~ -+ B 1-::::. to 
send each {aJ, to I/(a)b. 

Given a preorcler A :::: (A, [;;;), we define (Awl «:) to be the preorder where A", is the set of 
w-chains of elements of A, and 

Il «b iff Vi :Jj a, ~ b] 

For each monotonic mapping I: A -t B, we define the mapping I.... : A,,-, -+ B", by 

k((aa,'" ... )) ~ !J(aa),f(',),· .. ) 

It is well known [3J that Aw is an w-complete preorder, and that J,... is w-continnous. Moreover, 

Proposition 2.1 ([1]) If A IS denumerable then Aw ~Il comple/.e and I", is continuous. 

Given a preorder (A, !;A), let =A be defined as a =A b if there exists a sequence (an,···· an) 
of elements of A such that a :::: 110, b = an, and for each 0 "" t < n ai ~ A a.+l or a.+1 !;A at. 
In other words, =A is the symmetric and transitive closure of ~A' We denote by A"" the set 
{[a]""'A I a E A}. Given a monotonic mapping f : A -t B, f= : A"" -t B=; sends each la]o=:A to 

I/(,)J=B' 

2.1 Algebras and Equations 

A signature E is a family E = {En}"Ew. An element a E En is called a function symbol of 
arity n, and in particular, an element of ~o is called a constant symbol. A signature ~ where 
En = 0 for all n > 0 is called a ground signature, and is basically just a set of symbols. 
Given signatures ~ and n their union E u n is defined as (E u n)ft = ~n U nn; ~ and n are said 
to be disjoint if Un En and Un nn are disjoint. 

The set TE of all ~::-terms is the smallest set of stringlJ over (Un ~n) U {(.), ,} (where (, ), 
and, are special symbols disjoint from E) that contains Eo and such that a(tl~'" ,tnl E- ~ 
whenever e"ch tl E TE. We will often omit tbe underlying of these symbols. -For -a ground 
signature X, we denote by Tr.(X) the E-algebra TEUX. 

A L-algebra is a set A together with a function A.,- : A" ----t A for each d E ~ft. In particular, 
if n = 0, Air is just an element of A. A E-homomorphism between E-algebras A and B is a 
mapping h: A ----t B such that h(A.,-(at, ... , an) = B.,-(h(ad, ... , h(a,,) for every a E En. 

TE can be seen a E-algebra in the obvious way. A key property of this :E-algebra is initiality: 

Theorem 2.2 For any E-algebra A, there exists a unique E-homomorphilJm from TE tv A. 

Corollary 2.3 For any ground lJ1gnature X dilJ}omt from E, E-algebra A, and mapping () : X --) 
A (such a mapping is often called an assignment). there eXllJt.s a unique E-homvmorphHm 
(j: Tr:eX) -t A that extendlJ 8m the sense that 8(x) = 8(x). 

In the particular case where A is TE;( Y) then an assignment (J is often referred as a substitution 
and () is the mapping that applil?S the substitution () to terms. 

Given a signature E, a E-equation (or equation if the signature is understood from the 
context) is a triple (X, 1, 1') where X is a set of variables (i.e., a ground signature) disjoint from 
E, and I and r are E-terms. We often write an equation in the form (VX) 1= r. A ~-algebra 

A satisfies the equation (\IX) l = r if for all assignments (): X ----t A, O(l) = 8(1'). A ~-algebra 
A satisfies a set E of equations if it satisfies each of the equations in that set. 

Given a set E of E~equations, (TE, =-E) is the least equivalence that such that 
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•	 for all equations (YX) 1= r in E and a..<;signments 0: X --t TE, O(l) =E O(r), 

•	 for eacb a E En' a(t l ,.·., tn) =o(tt, ... , t~) wbenever for all 1 ~ 1 ~ n, t, =8 I;. 

We can make TE/=E into a ~:-algebra: 

•	 for eacb 0 E Eo, (Tr:I=g)u = [aJ""E' 

•	 fm e""h a E Eo, (TE/"'E)u(['I]"E,···,I'oJ'E) ~ [O(tl, ",'ol],E 

Again tbis algebra bas an important property: 

Theorem 2.4 For any E-algebra A I.hat satisfies the F.quatlons mE, there eXists a unique 
E-homomorphism from Tr:./=E to A. 

2.2 Preordered Algebras and Inequations 

A preordered (resp. partjally ordered) E-algebra is a preorder (resp. partial order) (A, r:::;A) 
called the carrier of the algebra, together with a monotonic mapping A" An ----t A for each 
a E En. A preordered E-algebra is continuous (resp. w-continuous) if its carrier is wmplete 
(resp. w-complete) and each of tbe functions is continuous (resp. w-continuous). 

Given a preordered algebra A we define: 

•	 the partially ordenrl E-algebra AI::::. as having carrier (AI:::., ~~), and for each a E E, 
(AI",)u ~ (Aub 

•	 the w-continuous preordered E-algebra Aw a..<; having carrier (Aw, «), and for e~rh 0 E E, 

(Aw)" = (Au)wi 

•	 the r;-algebra A"" as having carrier A= and for each a E E, (A=J" = (A" J=. 

Given a signature E, a E-inequation (or just inequation if the signature is understood from 
the f'ontext) is a triple (X,l, r) where X is a set of variables disjoint from E and I ~nd r are 
E-terms. We often write an inequation in tbe form (\iX) l ~ r. A preordered E-algebra A 
satisfies tbe inequation (\iX) I ~ r if for all a..<;signments B: X ----t A, O(l) ~A O(r); A satisfies a 
set 'R of inequations if it satisfies each of the inequations in that set. 

Theorem 2.5 If A IS a preordered E-algebrn that satisfies a set 'R of inequa/lOns then so do 

AI::::.. and Aw (and thus Awl::::.). 

The relation between equations and inequations is exprpsspd by the following: 

Theorem 2.6 If A is a preordered E-algebra that satISfies the inequation (\iX) I ~ r then A= 
satisfies the equ.ation (\iX) l = r. 

The implication is proper and truly characterizes the relationship between equat.ions and in
equations. 
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3 Complete Orders and Minimal Coverings 

A preorder (A,~) is terminating if there exists no infinite chain 

aocatC···Ca.. c··· 

where a C a' iff a ~ a' and a -=/; ai, 
The first and more obvious order theoretical property that termination establishes is tbat 

any terminating proorder is a partial order. Moreover, if (A,~) is terminating then for any 
(possibly infinite) sequence 

l1()l:;al~"'~a,,~' 

there exists an N ~ 0 such that, for all i, a; i;;;. aN. if J < N then a. l;: a'+l [;. [;;; aN and so 
a, [;; aN; if I ~ N, then a, = aN and so a. i;;;. aN. In other words, for any chain C there exists a 
finite sub-sequence C' of C that dominates it. This can be used to show tbat any terminating 
peeorder is a a complete partial order. And thus we may establish that any preordered E-algebra 
whose carrier is terminating is in fact a complete partially ordered ~::-algebra. 

A covering of a preorder (A, 1;;) is a subset X ~ A such that for every a E A there exists 
a x E X such that a ~ x. A covering X is minimal if no proper subset of it is a covering of 
(A,~) (or equivalently, of (X, ~))_ The relation of terminating relations with the existence of 
minimal coverings is expressed by: 

Proposition 3.1 If (A,~) IS te1'minating then N A {a E A I a !S maxtmal} is a minimal 
covering of (A, ~)_ 

The following examples show that this implication is proper: 

Example 3.2 Consader the preoroer 

~a~ 
ao al ·-·~aJ1_ 

There extjls a minimal covering of {a,h",o U {a}, namely the set {a}. However the pre-oroer is 
non-terminating. 

EXanlple 3.3 Other examples of non-termmatmg preoroers where there exists a minimal cov
ering are: 

a 

~a~ ~...~a2n ~a,"+,~.
aa~/a"~ ",~a'~a'~ 

a' 

In both ClJlies the sd {a, aJ} is a mimmal covering of the depicted preomers and these are non
terminating_ 
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The main difference between these and Example 3.2 is that in the first. one the minimal covering 
has an extra property: for each a E A there exists a llniqU{' element in N abo~ G. This 
motivates the following definition: 

Definition 3.4 Given a preorner (A, ~), a mimmal (;Ovenng X of A ~8 a uniquely minimal 
covering if for any element a of A then! exists a umque element x In X such that a ~ x. 

These definitions of coverings, minimal coverings, aud uniquely minimal coverings, correspond to 
th.~ definitions of floorings in [9J. The only difference is that we aTe defining these COlll.epts with 
respect to an arbitrary preorder rather than for the particular case of the underlying preorder 
of a given category. The importance of uniquely minimal coverings is that: 

Lemma 3.5 Given an preorne1'ed E-algebm (A,~) and a unzquely mimrn-al covenng.'V of A then 
the umque mappm,q nfA : A -t /1/ sattsfying a ~ nfA(a) for any element a In A. also satisfies: 
(1) if a (;;; a' then nfACa) = nfA(a')j (2) for any element a E A., nfA(nfA(a)) = nfA(ol): (3) for 
any element a ENe; A, nfA(a) = a. 
Proof. Note that nf A sends each element a of A to the unique element a' of N such that 
a !; ai, Then, M a ~ a' ~ nfA(a'), and nfA(a) is the unique element of A' abmc a, then 
nfA(a) = nfA(a' ), proving (1). Using the above and the fact that a ~ nfA(a) we have that 
nfA(nfA(a») = nfA(a), proving (2). Finally (3) follows because a E.tV and a !; a. 0 

Using this Lemma we can show that 

Proposition 3.6 Given a preorne1'ed r:.-algebra A and a umquely mimmal covo'inQ N of its 
carr'ier' then we can make N into a E-algebra: for e.aeh (j E E" we define N u as 

NuCal,"" an) = nfA(A,,(aj, ., Ii,,) 

for all elements cr, E N, M01'eover the mapping nfA as defined ahove is a E-homomorphism 
fmm A (when seen as a E-algehm) to N. 

A preorder (A,I;;;,) is confluent if, whenever a ~ al and a !; az there exists u' such that 
aj I; a l and a2 !; ai, 

Remark 3.7 If (A,~) ,is confluent thm, for every a E A; the set {a' I a ~ a'l is directed. 

Hence, if (A, 1;;;) is also complet.e, the least upper bounds of these sets exist. Th€ following
 
Proposition shows how uniquely minimal coverings ate related t,o confluent preorden
 

Proposition 3.B Given a pr'eor'der (A, ,1;;;), a mtmma( covering il/ of A is uniquely minimal iff
 
~ is confluenl..
 
Proof. \Ve prove the 'if' part by contradiction. A~sume that N is a minimal covering of A and
 
that there exists a E A for which there exist aI, a2 E N such that a ,I;;; a\ and a !; lV2 a.nd al ¥- Q2,
 

Th{'n there exists a' E A such that al ,I;;; a' and a2 I:;: a'. Let aU be an element of ,II'" such that
 
a ~ a"; this element exists because N i~ a covering of A. Then the ~et (N - {aI, ~2}) U {a"}
' 
is a covering of A and is a proper subset of .V becau~e at ¥- a2. Thus 11/ is not a minimal 
covering contradicting the a.s~umptioll. Hence aj = a2. For the 'only-if' paIt Msume that for 
some a, ai, a2 E A we have that a ~ al and a I:;: a2. Let ai, a2 E}./ be such that a! !; at and 
(J.2 I;;; a2; t.hese elements exist because N is a covering of A. But then a ~ a2 and ~ !; a~, As 
there exists a unique element of N above a, ai = a2 and so al !; a} and (12 1:;:= a~. 0 
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Uniquely minimal coverings need not be unique. Consider the preorder 

a_I 

/1

d-' 

Any of the sets {b}, {c}, or {d} is a uniquPly minimal covering of {a, h, c, d}. However, 

Proposition 3.9 Given a preordered E-algebm A and two uruquety minimal covenngs /If and 
/1[1 of its carrier, the associated E-algebras /If and /1[/ are fsomorphic. 

But in the case where A is a partial order, uniquely minimal coverings are indeed unique. We 
can now rela.te the completeness of a partiaJ order with the existence of a uniquely minimal 
covering. 

Proposition 3.10 If A is a complete and confluent partwl order then there rXIsh a umquely 
muumal cavenng of A. 

lProof. for any a in A let a be defined as a = U{ a I a (;;; a'l. That A is confluent ensures 
that this set is directed and as A is complete that lub exists. Define N as N = {a I a E A}. 
We show tha.t N is a uniquely minimal covering of A by showing that (1) it is a covering, (2) it 
is minimal,and (3) it is uniquely minimal. Th prove (1), let a in A. Then a in N and a!;;;; a. 
Now, let }I' t;::; N b€ another covering of A. We show that N t;::; N I and thus jI/ = N', proving 
(2). Let 11 EN; then, for some a E A, n = Uta' I a !;;;; al}. Let n' E NI be such that n J;::;; n' (n' 
exists because by assumption N I is a covering of A and n E N ~ A); then a !;;;; n ~ n l and so n' 
belongs to the set {a' I a!;;;; a'}. As n is the maximum of this set, n l ~ n. The auH-symmetry 

lof !; establishes that n '= n and thus n E NI. (3) follows directly from Proposition 3.8 0 

Lemma 3.11 If A IS a complete partial order and N is a uniquely minimal covenng of A, then 
the mapping nf A ; A -+ N is a continuous mapping from A to the complete partial order (N,=). 

Proof. Let ~ be a directed subset of A whose lub is d. Note that as N is a uniquely minimal 
covering, there exists 11 EN such that d!;;;; n = nfA(d) for all d E~. Moreover d !;;;; n = ufA(d). 
Then, 

U{nfA(oj Ib E 6)	 ~ U{n} ~ n ~ nfAld) 
~ nfA(U6) 

o 

The results we have presented so far can bp extended to some kind of non-termination, 
namely for globally finite preorders. A binary relation ~ over A is globally finite if for any 
a E A tbespt {a'i a ~ a'} is finite. 

If J;::;; is a globally finite binary relation, thl:'n for any sequence 

uo!;a\!;··J;::;;anJ;::;;· 

there exists an N ~ 0 such that a, J;::;;. aN for all i ~ O. This allows us to show that auy globally 
finite preorder is in fact a complete prcordered set. And so, we can show that a preordered E
algebra whose carrier is globally finite is a complete prcordl:'red E~algebra. The main diff"erpuce 
from the terminating case is that here we cannot ensure that J;::;; is a partial order. 



If (A, t;::) is a globally finite and cOnfluent preorder W€ define U as the mapping from A to 
A I,:::;:: that sends each a E A to the class 

~o~ ~ UUo'b I 0 C; o'l 

The well-definedness of OJ follows from the fact that jf ~ is confluent the set {a' I (J ~ a'l is 
directed and so is {[a'b I a ~ a' }; if i; is globally finite, A/~ is complete and so that llib exists. 

Proposition 3.12 Let A he a preordered r>algelJrn and C lJe a minimal covering 0/ A. Then 
the Bet 

C/", ~ {[eb E A/", IcE C) 

ilJ a minimal covering of AI::::.' Moreover, if C ill uniquely minimal C I'::!. is the (unique) uniquely 
minimal covering of A/~. 

The proof of this Proposition, shows that we could alw prove that if A is a preorder such 
that there exists a (uniquely) minjmaJ covering of Ai::::, then there exists a (uniquelY,i minimal 
covering of A. This proof uses the Axiom of Choice. It can also be shown that in fact it is 
equivalent to this Axiom. Another use of the Axiom of Choice, Dr more precisely of Zorn's 
Lemma, is in the proof of the following generalization of Proposition 3.1: 

Proposition 3.13 1/ (A,~) IS a complete preordcr then there eri.sts a minimal covenng 0/ it. 

From which we can immediately establish that: 

Corollary 3.14 If (A,!:;;;;) is a glolJa/!y finite preorder then there emtlJ a mimmal covering of it. 

'Ve can strengthelt this result for th€ case of confluent preorders: 

Proposition 3.15 If (A, ~) is a globally finite and confluent. preorder then there exilJtlJ a uniquely 
minimal covering of it, and a unique uniquely minimal covering oj the partial order A/'::t.. 

These results can again be lifted to algebras. 
We bave seen in the previous sections how termination ensures the existence of i1 minimal 

covering (which is uniquely minimal in the case where ~ is confluent). We have also seen that 
in some cases of non-termination (globaJ finiteness) thes€ properties stili hold. But in general 
they don't: just consider the natural numbers ordered ill the usual way; then the chain 

(0,1,2, ",n,,,,) 

doesn't have any IJpper bound; moreover thew is no minimal covering of w. 

Applications to Term Rewrite Systems 

Given a signature E, a E-rewrite rule (or simply rewrite rule) is a triple (X, I, r) where X 
is a sel of variables disjoint from :E and J and r are (E U X)-terms. It is often required that 
the variahles that occur in r also occur in 1 and that I is not a single variable. In tue present 
work we do not impose €ither of these restrictions. We often write a rewrite rule in the form 
('dX) 1-) r. A term rewrite system (TRS) is just a set rewrite rules. 

Given a TRS R and a ground signature X, thl:' one-step rewrite relation is denoted by 
-+"R and defined as the least relation over Tr;(X} sllch that 

4 
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•	 for ali rewrite rules (VA) /---4> r in R and assignments e: A.-.; TdX), B(I)--+'R B(r), 

•	 for each operation symbol a E En' l7(tl,"" t1-_1' tl;, t,l;+l"'" t")'-';R o-(t l ,···, tk-l, t~, thl,'" .1" 
whenever tl<--+'R. t~. 

We define [he rewrite relation --+k as the reftexive and transitive closure of --+'R. ' and say that 
a rewrite s.vstem R is confluent if for all X, --'I'R. is conflnent. 

The similarities between the definition of a rewrite rule and an inequation are very important. 
In fact, when we see each rule (VX) I --t r of a TRS R as the E-inequation ('IX) l i;;;; r. the 
definition of the rewrite relation establishes that (TdX), ---->1..) i~ a prporder. 1Ioreover, this 
enables us to define thE? preordered E-algebra OTE,n(X) as having carrier (TdX), --+n) and, 
for each operation symbol CJ, the corresponding function (OT.s,d X))". defined as 

(OT',d X )), (I" '" to) ~ (TdX)),(I,,, " , I,,) ~ a( I" " ' , to) 

That these functions are monotonic follows because a(l i, . . I,,,) ---;:R. a(t:, ... , t~), whenever 
t'--+n t: for ail 1. The above definition of the rewrite relation shows that OTE,RP,:) satisfies the 
inequations in n, allowing us to establish the following completeness result: 

Theorem 4.l Ij.jor some set oj inequations Il, an inequation (VX)t l ~ t2 tS 8at~sfied by all 
preordered ~·algebms that sat~sjy Il, I.hen 1.\---;;' t2· 

Moreover. 

Proposition 4.2 Let A be a preordere.d ~-algebra satisjymg"R and (J : X ---; A; then the um-que 
"L.·homomorphism 7J : TdX) --+ A that alends e ~s a monotomc mappmg jrom OTE;R(X) to A. 

This allows us to establish: 

Theorem 4.3 Given a ground signature X, a preordered ~·algebm A satlsjymg n, and an 
assignmeul e: X -+ A, there exists a unique ordered ~-homomorphism (j: OTE,n(X) -+ A Ihat 
extends e. 

And thus. for any preordered E-algebra A satisfying Il, there exists a unique monotonic 2:
homomorphism from OTE:R to A. In other words, OT.s.n is initial in the class of preordered 
.E-algebras that satisfy the inequatiolls of Il. 

These results point out the bendit of treating rules as inequations. They do not depend on 
confluence, termination, or any other property of"R, t.hus representing t he answl"r to thr: problem 
of providj(Jg an algebraic semantics for rewrite rules with a much wider field of application than 
the traditional (equational) solution (e.g., Hurt and Oppen [15]. Goguen [8]). A typical example 
appears in [19J: the specification of a non-deterministic operation CHOICE described by the two 
rules 

(Vx, y) CHOICE(X, y) ---->:r 

(Vx, y) CHOICE(X, y) ----> y 

It does not make sense to interpret these rules as equations: only t,hr: triviHI model satisfies them! 
But taking this new approach, models of this rewTite system are prrordered algebras where all 
the value'> of the expressions E and E' are possible values ofthe expression CHOTCE(E, E'). The 
initialityof OTE,R stat.es that for any such model there exists a unique way of interpreting 
a term, and that this interpretation is in fact monotonic. Furthermore, Theorpm 2.4 can be 
obtained as a corollary of this last one. Notice that the preorder (Tr;(X), ---;n ) if; nothing 
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more then the underlying preorder of the category TR.(X) defined by Meseguer [19]. Hence, 
the differences with Meseguer's approach are that we do not distinguish different rewritings 
between two terms (for a careful comparison of these two formalisms see Section 3.6 of [19]). 
The simplicity of our definitions is reflected in the proof of the Completeness Theorem above 
and of the following soundness result: 

Theorem 4.4 Let R be a TRS, X a ground signatllre and 11, t2 E li:(X). Then, Jor any pre

ordered E-algebro A that satISfies the mequations m R, iJ tl-tn t2 then A satl5fies the inequation
 

(VX) 1, <:; "
 
Proof. Let (): X -t A be any assignment. As B is monotonic then BUd ~A B(t2)' 0
 

4.1 Terminating Rewrite Systems 

A TRS is terminating if the one step rewrite relation i"; a terminating relation. Thk in con
junction with the results of the previous section, allows us to conclude that, given a terminating 
TRS R and an arbitrary ground signature X disjoint from E, the preorder (TdX).~R.) is 
complete, and OTE,R(X) is a continuous E-algebra satisfying the inequations in R . .Further
more, if A is a continuous preordered E-algebra satisfyiIlg the inequat.ions of R, and () : X ~ A 
is an assignment, then the unique monotonic E-homomorphism that extends () is continnous. 
This enables us to prove the following freeness result: 

Theorem 4.5 Let R be a terminatIng TRS. Then, gIVen a ground sIgnature X, a contmuous 
E-algebro A satfsfying R, and an assignment e : X ~ A, there eXIsts a unique continuous 
L:-homomorphism '8: OTI;,R(X) -t A that extend.~ e. 

Thus, if R is a terminating TRS, OTE,R. is initial in the class of continuous E-algebras that 
satiBfy the inequations of'R. We can now use the results of the previous section to show: 

Propo~ition 4.6 IJR is confil.lent and (TE(X),-t~) is a continuous E-algebro, thenJor each 
term t, the normal Jorm itlR.' IJ it exists, is defined as [t]n = U{t' It~~ n 
Proposition 4.7 IJ R is a terminating and confluent TRS there exists a (untque) uniquely 
mznimal covering oj I.he set oj terms. 

Tllli; minimal covering is exactly the set of normal forms - N~,n(X). We can now use Proposi
tion 3.8 to justify the following: 

Definition 4.8 If R is confluent and (TE(X), -t~) is a continuous E-algebra, we define the 
E-algebra NE,R.{X) as having as carrie,. the 8et NE,"R.(X) and Jor eaeh (1 E En' the comsponding 
opemtion in NE,n(X) is defined as 

(NE,,,(X)),(I,,,, ,'") ~in(I", ·,'"ll" 

Jo,. all t. E NE.R.(X) 

Using Proposition 3.8 again, we can show that 

Lemma 4.9 The mapping i_DR: TdXj ~ NI;,R.(X) as defined above is a ~-homomorphism. 
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This result, which was proved using Duly the order theoretical properties of confluent and ter
minating &)'stems, allows us to show a. basic property of normal forms - that, for any (J" E E" 
and terms t; E Tr:(X), 

[~("" " t.ll. ~ (NE ,R(X)l.([t,IR" .. , ['.]R) 
~ [~(["]R,"" ['.]Rl]R 

Another property that foUows from these order theoretical results is well known [8]: 

Theorem 4.10 If'R i5 a terminating and confluent TRS, the algebra .tV~,'R(X) l.~ imttal in the 
class of r,-algcbra.s that satisfy the e.quations of'R. 

The previous section pointed out how rewriting is naturally linked with preordered algebras. 
We showf'd here which order theoretical properties are associated with termiuating systems. 
These include t.he exist.ence of a minimal covering of the preorder (TdX), --+-'R) and the fact 
that this preorder is a complete partial order. 

The rewrit.e relation partitions the set of terms into connected components. Each of these 
compouent.s corresponds to an equivalence class when we forget t.he orientation of the rules, that 
is, when we consider the reflexive-t.ransitive-symmetric closure of --+n. ' i.e., when we Sf'e rules 
a<; equations. Termination ensures that. we can fiud a minimal covering of the set of terms. This 
minimal covering corresponds exact.ly to the set of values mentioned in t.he Introduction; the 
fact that it is a covering means that. every term has at. least. one va.lue. i.e., that every term 
is compUlable. This minimal covering is composed of t.he maximal element.s of eacb connected 
component: for a given t.erm a maximal elemeut. of t.he component. wherE' it lies is a value of 
it.. Additionally, if t.he syst.em is couflueut. then this coveriug is uuiquely minimal, meaning that 
maximal elements in each componeut. are unique. Tbis implies that eacb term ha<; a uniqne 
va.!ue 

When we see eacb rewrit.e st.ep as a st.ep iu t.he comput.at.ion of a term, and each rewriting 
sequence as a computat.ion of its first. element., t.he complet.eness of OTE.R (X) means t.hat. we will 
always find the result of a computat.iou. In t.bis perspective, t.he confluence of a syst.em means 
that anycomput.ation of a particular t.erm t, represent.ed by t.he set .6.*(t)::::: {t' I t--+:R t'} will 
alway6 give the same result - the least upper bound of A*(i). 

The minimal covering referred above is what Bergstra and Tucker [2] call a traversal of the 
quotient induced by the rules when seen as equations. Our starting poiut is the ordered set of 
terms, ra.t.her t·han that quot.ient. As a consequence, our minimal covering is uuique whereas 
their traversals aren't. Still according to the~e authors, the choice of a particular traversal fixes 
an operadoual view of the ahstract data type defined by the rules (when seen as equations). But 
this is exactly the point of the present paper - the meauing of rewrite rules is primarily linked 
with computation. This view is cousistent with the idea'> put forward by Meseguer in [19, 18J 
where it is argued that we sbould see rev..ite rules as expressing change in a computationa.! 
system rather than expressing stat.ic propert.ies as equations do. Another related forma.!ism is 
the concept of canonical term algebra [llJ. As proved by Goguen [81. the algebra of normal 
forms is a canonical term algebra. HowE'ver t.his property does \lot follow from the fact that it 
is a uniquely minimal covering. 

4.2 Globally Finite Systems 

A TRS'R is locally finite if, for any term t, the set {I' I l--+n t/} is finite, and is globally 
finite iI --+R, is globally fiuite. The syst.ems that we are interested in are locally finite: we only 
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consider finit.e stes of rules and eac.h rule is composed only by finite terms. In these conditions 
it is straightforward to show that global finitness is a proper generalization of termination. 
The practical motivation fOr the study of globally finite rewrite systems was pointed out by 
Goguen [8J and comes for instance from the difficulty of dealing with a commutative rule: in 
fact if we add a commutative rule to a terminating systems we end up wit.h a globally finite 
but not terminating TRS. We shaw in this section that, with the belp of the kernel operation of 
preorders we ca.n extend the results presented above to this particular kind of non-termination. 
As we will see, this proC€Ss will not be enough to extend these results to arbitrary systems. 

From an order theor€tic.al point of view. the main diHerence between globally finite and 
terminating systems is that in the former, tbe rewrite relation is no longer a partial order. We 
can however use the results abont the kernel of a preorder to establish that: 

Theorem 4.11 Let'R be a globally fimte TRS. Then, given a ground _91gnature X, a contmuous 
parl.ially ordered E-algebru A satisfying 'R, and an a,9s'ignment 8 : X ---t A, there exists a umque 
continuous ~-homomOfphism 8# ; (OTr:,'R(X))!~ ---jo A Ihat extends 8, i.e., such that B(:z;) = 
e#([xU 

From this Theorem we can immediately establish that OTr;,rd:::. is iuitial in the class of contin
uous E-algebras tbat satisfy the ineqnations of'R. 

We can again use Proposition 3.10 to justify the fonowing: 

Definition 4.12 IJ'R is a globally finite and confluent TRS, Jor a gIVen grolmd slgllature X 
disjotnl. J'f'Orri E, we define I.he E-algebra NE:R(X) as having CaTTIer the set 

Nff,dX) ~ WO" It E TdX)} 

and, Jot' each a E En, 

(Nl,,,(X)u(QI,~,,, .. ,qq,,) ~ ea(!" .. ,'.H" 
The above observations allow us to prove that 

Theorem 4.13 IJ R. is a globally finite and confluent TRS, the algebra Nf!,R (X) is isomorphic 
to TE;dX). The J$O'morphism h; Nf,'R(X) ---t (TdXJl!=R sends each ~t~R. to [t]"". 

From this it follows immediately that if R. is a globally finite and confluent TRS, then the algebra 
Nf,R. (Le., N~'R(0)) is initial in the class ofL.-algebras that satisfy the equations ofR. This 
extends Theorem 4.10 for the case of globally finite systems. We could use the results of the 
previous section to show that for globally finite systems, there exists also a uniquely minimal 
covering of OTr;,R.(X), This impHes that this covering is also isomorphic to (TdX))!=R.' But 
in this case we cannot guarantee that this minimal covering is a canonical term algebra. \Ve can 
prove (with a proof along the same lines of the one presented in [11]) that in the case of global 
finiteness, there exists one such minimal covering. 

The ease which this extension was done is due to the fad that we are using very abstract 
properties of rewriting. As we will see, witb anotber smooth step we can extend to arbil:rary 
confluent systems. 
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4.3 Non-terminating Rewrite Systems 

Other approaches to non~terminatingTRS's pxtend the set of terms with infinite terms, in order 
that this ext,pndpd set satisfies these propertips. In this paper we use a different met bod: instead 
of extending t.he set of terms we use a different set, the set 'R ... (X) of term rewriting sequences, 
to which there exists an injection2 from the set of terms (T:::(X)): the mapping that sends 
each term t to the rewriting sequence (t, t, .. .). As we will see, this set fulfills all the desired 
properties, i.e., the properties of the set of terms in the terminating case. 

The major constraint that we will assume is the finiteness of the signatures involV('d (r: and 
X). This has as major consequence the denumerability of t.he set of terms TE(X) 

The first observation that we (an make about R", (X) is that it is a w-complete preordered 
aJgehra satisfying the inequations of"R.. Furthprmore. for every w-tontinuous ~-algebra A in 
these conditions and mapping () : X -t A, tbere exists a uuique w-continuolls :L-homomol'phism 
()1! "R.w(X)/'::::'. -t A that extends (), i.e., that. for pach x E X, ()(x) = ()!,([(x,x, .. >L,). Thi:-; 
implies that 'Rw /'::!. is initial in the class of w-continuous: E-algebras that satisfy the inequations 
of"R.. Moreover, jf both r; and X are finite theu the preorder ("R.",,(X) , ~) is complete aud the 
operations of 'Rw(X) are continuous, allowing us to prove: 

Theorem 4.14 If both J: and X are finite then for every continuous partially or-dered J:-algebm 
A satisfying the ineJjuatJons m 'R and mapping (J X -t A, there eXists a Imlqlle contmuous 
:L-homolllorphism ()t'; "R.",,(X)/'::::!. -t A /-hat e.xtends (J, u .. satisfying O(x):::: e':([(x,x, ... )bl 
for all xm X. 

Again this implies that if E is finite, then 'Rw /'::::'. is init,ial in the class of continuous J:-algpbras 
that satisfy the inequations of'R. Another implication of the completeness of 'Ry., is that we call 
use Proposition 3.13 to establish: 

Proposition 4.15 The sel 

N1~',n(X):::: {t E 'Rw(X) I tiS maximal wrl. «} 

is a mimmal covenng of ('R,"J(X))/'::::'., 

Each rewriting sequence can be seen as a computation of its first element. The ordering ¢: 

between these sequences is then a mea.sure of relative accuracy between these computations. For 
[sb in V~'.'R(X) we cali each t E [81:::, a normalizing rewrite sequence. Each normalizing 
sequence (to, tl , ... ) being a maximal element wrt ¢:, represents a very particular computation: 
none it' more accurate than it. It is therefore a good substit.utp for the concept of normaJ form. 
Note tb.t, unlike the ot.her approaches to this problem, we impose no requirements to tbe rewrite 
system in order that these sequences exlst. 

1f'R is a confluent TRS then, for any term rewriting sequence t. the set 6.':U} = {[t'L I t « 
t'} is directed. A direct consequence of this is that, the preorder Rw(X) is confluent. Hence, 
the limit U6.:'(t) exists. Tbis allows us to defiue, for any confluent TRS 'R, the mapping 
tJR : 'R..w(X)/'::::'. -t Rw(X)/-==. that sends each cla5S [tJ:::o to U6.:'(t). 

Given a confiupnt TRS R we defiue the S-sorted set N'Y!.;R.(X) as 

N1!.',,(X) ~ Wh, I t E R.(X)) 

2Recall that the existence of a.n inje.;-\ion .: A --l B IS an a.bstr3CtlOn of thl.' fact tha.t A is contained i.n B. 
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This set has an important property: it is a uniquely minimal covering of (R.",(X))/:::. This 
allows us to use the results of the previous section and define t.ht' algebra. AfER(X) ha, having 
AfE,R(X) ~ its carrier, and for each a E L n , • 

(NE,,,(X)).(~tlk, .. , Wh,) ~ P~w).(t', '" tn)~" 

Moreover Lh~ is a L-homomorphism from 'R",(X) (when M~1l a.'; a E-algehra) to Ni:.R(X), If 
we compose this E-homomorphism to the one that sends each term t to the cla.ss [IL" 1\'8 get a 
!:>homomorphism from T:r;(X) to j'/tdX) that sends each term t to Ht, t .. ')~R' 

Lemma 4.16 Let R be a confluent TRS, I a term, and t 1 ana t 2 term rewntmg sequences s'Uch 

that tJ--+1.> t nf--!6. then, if [a I] ~ ana [a2] ~ are al"b'ltmr-y element.s of .1.:,( 1) and .:1,:,(/2) 
respectively. ther'f'. e."nsts a class [bL, E 6.:.(tI.1 u D.,:,(t,2 1 such that both a1 «: b uwl 11.

1 <t: b. 

This shows that in these conditions ~tl~n := ~t2~n. Hellce 

Theorem 4.17 lfR 15 a confluent TRS, the algebm.VE'.R(X) ~s Isomorphic to (TdX))!=",. 

From which it follows immediately ~hat NrJ..'R (i.e., NE,R(0)) is initial in the cla.'1s of :E-algebra.c; 
that satisfy the equations of n. 

Each normi:l.1i;ling ~equence (to. /1"") E ~t, t, ... ~'R, being the If>a-<;t npp{'r bound of the set 
of computations of I represent~ a wry particular computation: it is at leil,"'it as accurate as any 
other! Note that, unlike the oth(!r approaches to this problem, confluence i'l the only requirement 
that we impose to the J'{'v,rritp- system to gnarantee the uniqueues." of this set of sequences. 

We end am exposition by presenting all example that has an intriguiug solution in the other 
approaches to this problem. Let L he defined a." ~o = {O, I}, ~I = {q}, and L n = eJ for n > 2. 
Consider thp TRS's: 

n, ~ {(V0)1 --; ,(1), (V0)0 --; ,(On 
n, ~ {(V0),(I) --; 1, (V0),(0) -~ 0) 

Iu fhp pqllational interpretation of rewriting, these two systems arc indistinguishable ~ the 
orientation of the rules is irrelevant when we see them as equations. This means t hat aU models 
of one system are models of the other. TlLe initial model has a two point set as mrrier and 
interprets q as the identity mapping. 

fn the other approaches to the semantics of non-terminating rewriting these systems have 
very different interpretations: only the trivial model satisfies R.\ (cf. [7]) whereas the initial 
model that satisfies R.2 bas a two point set as carrier and interpret;; 'i a.'i the identjt~· mapping. 

Our approach allows us to view these systems in two different perspectives: 

•	 when we see the rules as inequations, the models uf R.1 are mode1.'l of R.]. with the reverse 
ordering . 

•	 applying the cOllsLruction descrihed in this section we have that NE-':~l (X) and )/~:n)X) 

"'. ;somo,ph;c NiC,,,, h"" carr;" the "t {[(O, ,(0), ... , ,"(0), ... )b. [(I, ,(I), .... ,n(I), ... )bl 
and NI!..R1 the set {O, I}. In both cases q is interpreted as the identity. 
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5 Conclusions 

We have presented an algebraic semantics for rewrite systems that does not depend on any special 
assumptions about these systems. OUf approach ...... iews rewrite rules not as equations, but as 
inequatiollB. This allows us to use (non-conflueut) rewrite systems to specify non-determinism. 
For confluent systems, we have shown how rewriting, even in the non-terminating case, can be 
seen as an alternative to equational reasouiug. 

Other approaches to this problem have extended to the non-terminating case by using infinite 
terms as normal forms of non-terminating computat.ions. The difficulties of these approaches 
are shown by the counter examples Df Kennaway et al. [16J. These difficulties have made it 
hard to apply these formalisms to applications like reactive systems. We feel that the solution 
presented in this paper paves the way for such applicatiou,:;, along the lines of Hennessy [13J and 
Meseguer [19, 18J. It was for this n'ason that we avoided the usual restrictions to the form of 
the rewriLe rules. 

One particular differenC€ between onr approach and the others referred is the r61e played 
by the "'converging" sequences. Consider the signature E with Eo = {a,b,c}, E1 = {f}, and 
E" = "for aH n > 1, and the TRS 

R ~ ((Y0) a -> b, (V0) b -> a, (Y0) ,-> fC')) 

Then both of the sequences (a,b, a, b, ... ) and (c,j(c),f(f(c)), ... ,jn(c), ... ) are normalizing 
sequences, and so are equally important for us. But in the previous approaches, only the second 
sequence has an important property - it converges. This ensures that r can be assigned a normal 
form, whereas a does not have one. A.s a result most of the important results of these approaches 
cannot be applied to systems like the one above. One might think that this restriction is 
reasonable and desirable; but it rules out some interesting examples of non-terminating processes: 
just think of a scheduler in an operating system - its behaviour does uot converge to any 
particular state (apa.rt from deadlock in some cases); nevertheless the scheduler is a "respectable" 
and important part of the operating system, it would be good to study. Finally notice that 
establishing a convergence criteria is not incompatible with our approach; the difference (or 
more accurately, the novelty) is that we do uot need such a restriction. 

One extension of the results preseuted here is rewriting modulo a set of equations. One 
approach is to consider the rewrite relation modulo the equations, i.e., to usc the quotient. induced 
by those equations as the set of the preorder. This solution follows the lines of Goguen [10] and 
Meseguer [I9}. Another solution is to add for each equation ('IX) t l = t",2, the rules (VX) /'1 --t t1 

and (VX) 12 ~ fl. Note that if the system is confluent modulo that set of equations then this 
new rellTite rewrite system is coufluent, so these two approaches give the same results. The ease 
with which we can treat this extension is a direct. consequence of t.he abstract approach tbat we 
have taken. 
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